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Don’t stop movin’ S



ee more, get closer to the action, and leave no trace other than a footprint or a few cycle tracks. That’s how we do it – low impact riding or walking, with plenty of chances to stop; whether to chat to welcoming locals, sip on a fresh roadside refreshment or to take a photo of that perfect view you could only have seen when travelling away from a moving vehicle. Our tours will reveal to you the heart and soul of a place – whether it’s becoming a part of a small mountain community for a short while, discovering the quiet trails the locals favor, or finally achieving that moment you’ve been craving – the iconic view, the perfect sunrise, standing triumphantly on the summit. So what are you waiting for? There’s a whole world out there, waiting for you to see from your bike saddle or on foot. The adventure begins here. Roberto



CONTENTS YOUR ADVENTURES WALKING ǀ pages 6 & 7 4.5 out of 5 average trip rating based on the past 100 online customer reviews



Peru & Machu Picchu The Provence French Riviera The Dolomites Piedmont Portugal Douro Valley DETAILS ǀ pages 8 & 9 Mixed Activity WINTER TOURS ǀ pages 10 & 11 The Best of ǀ pages 12 & 13 Join our Club ǀ page 14 Financial Protection and Bookings ǀ page 15 Essencial Information ǀ page 16 More About us ǀ page 17



GUIDED GROUPS



O



ur guided group trips are our most popular type of holiday. Guided exploration, with small likeminded groups is how we began, and we’ve been doing it for over 40 years now. Our groups average 1012 people. This means our trips aren’t disruptive to the places we visit, and having a smaller number of guests creates a good group dynamic too. You’ll get to know a range of people who come from different backgrounds but have a shared interest in travel. And with a local expert on every adventure, you’ll experience the true nature of your chosen destination. Our passionate and knowledgeable guides are famous for going the extra mile to make sure your holiday is the best it can possibly be!



Single Travelers Around half of our customers travel solo, booking onto small you group trips with a mixture of couples, other solo travellers KNOW? and groups of friends. It’s a great way to meet like-minded people who share the same passion for travel. And on our guided groups you’ll never have to pay more because you’re booking by yourself.



DID



TYPE OF EXPERIENCES PRIVATE & SELF GUIDED ADVENTURES



you



KNOW?



Self-Guided Adventures - Rather than following a guide who points you in the right direction, the decisions are yours to make; based on personal interests and preferences and detailed route notes that offer you all the information you’ll need for your destination. Prefer to spend a lazy afternoon picnicking by a riverbank? With selfguided travel you set your own pace, which means there’s always time for that paddle in the sea, the detour to visit the nearby chateaux, that extra piece of cake at lunchtime! For those looking for a little more independence, self-guided travel provides the opportunity for you to explore things in your own way. And of course, we take care of your luggage making sure it’s transferred and ready for you at your next accommodation. Perfect for that anniversary or birthday celebration!



WALKING TOURS • The Dolomites • Piedmont Food Adventure •Walking Portugal • 6
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Walking



Walking



The Dolomites



Walking



Piedmont a food afair in Italy



Portugal Douro Valley



Superb walking in Italy’s most spectacular range



Fantastic wines and mouth-watering cuisine



Leisurely walks & wine in the Douro Valley
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Prices start at $3345 p/p (9 days) Over ten departures betwen 2017 & 2018



ortuguese wine is the result of traditions introduced by ancient civilizations; the Basto and Douro regions remain two of the main wine-producing regions of Portugal, complete with wonderful landscapes and a rich history to discover. This walking tour takes us from the atmospheric city of Porto, through the UNESCO World Heritage Douro Valley, where famous port wine is produced and on to the Terras de Basto, home of Portugal’s ‘young’ vinho verde wine. With leisurely walks, wine tastings and cultural visits throughout, this tour is the perfect introduction to the country that once dominated world trade routes.



MORE on page 8 Y



EAS



Prices start at $2925 p/p (9 days) Over ten departures betwen 2017 & 2018



MORE on page 8 MOD



MORE on page 8



n this culinary journey, you’ll venture off the main tourist trails, to its so called “Food valley” a region characterised by vineyards and crowned with castles, nestled between the snowy shoulders of the Italian Alps and green slopes of the Apennines. You’ll find culinary specialities such as the prosciutto di Parma, Parmiggiano Reggiano and home made tortellini. But you won’t just taste them, you’ll get to see how they’re made to traditional recipes the way they have for generations, and even cook with them yourself. The undeniable highlight is the chance to join an authentic truffle hunt for the day.



Prices start at $2725 p/p (8 days) Over ten departures betwen 2017 & 2018
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he small village of Villabassa, just north of Cortina d’Ampezzo, is nestled close to the Austrian border and sandwiched between the spectacular, jagged limestone peaks of the Dolomites. From here we enjoy an excellent choice of routes with the opportunity to relax in comfort at the end of a day’s walking. During the week, we venture into the Fanes-Sennes and Dolomiti di Sesto National Parks for great views of the Tre Cime di Lavaredo. Historically the front line between Italy and Austria-Hungary during the First World War, the trails take us each day through incredible open-air museums.



WALKING TOURS • A Taste of Peru • The Provence • The French Riviera • 7
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Walking



Peru & Machu Picchu



Walking



The Provence



French Riviera



Discover Peru’s museums, churches & Inca trails



A holiday showing the very best of Provence



Enjoy picturesque coastal paths of France
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MORE on page 9



Prices start at $2765 p/p (9 days) Over ten departures betwen 2017 & 2018
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ocated on the Franco-Italian border, on the edge of the warm Mediterranean sea, Menton is a delight for any visitor. It is easy to see how it earned its nickname ‘The Pearl of France,’ combining a city of gardens, seaport, beach resort and a paradise for hikers all rolled into one! With the Alpine chain dropping into the sea at the level of French/Italian border, it is also an ideal location for one of our guided walking holiday. Many of the trails start directly from the town and gain altitude in a short distance, offering some of the finest views of the French Riviera.



MORE on page 9
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Prices start at $2945 p/p (7 days) Over ten departures betwen 2017 & 2018



stunning part of Provence and relatively untouched by tourism, Greoux les Bains offers the perfect base for a walking holiday. We stay in the comfortable Hotel des Alpes in the heart of the town, allowing us to enjoy the variety of restaurants, cafes and shops on our doorstep. During the week we explore the region with a mixture of walks directly from the hotel or following a short private bus transfer. With the bustling market town of Forcalquier, the dramatic Verdon Gorge and depending on the season, fields of lavender or poppies just a short drive away, there is much to be explored.



Prices start at $2765 p/p (9 days) Over ten departures betwen 2017 & 2018
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his 7-day journey from Lima to Cuzco is the perfect introduction to Peru’s vibrant culture and fascinating heritage. Lima’s historic centre is replete with impressive colonial architecture, and home to the ornate Basilica Cathedral and catacombs. Beyond Cuzco rural life continues much as it has done for centuries and we’ll meet some of these traditional communities in the Sacred Valley before visiting the colossal fortresses at Pisac and Ollantaytambo. No trip to Peru is complete without journeying through cloud forest to visit Machu Picchu, majestically perched on a mountaintop.



Classic Dolomites



Superb walking in Italy’s most spectacular mountain range 9 days / 8 nights



WALKING
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GUIDED GROUP



Piedmont & Parma



Fantastic wines & mouth-watering cuisine in two gastronomic areas of Italy 9 days / 8 nights



WALKING



MODERATE plus







Prices per person



 Sharing a double: $2925  Single room: $3175



9/June/2018 7/July/2018 4/Aug/2018 22/Sep/2018



 All breakfasts, 5 lunches, 5 dinners  All accommodation  All transport and listed activities  Tour leader, assistant guide and support driver throughout



 Choose moderate or challenging weeks  Trek around the Tre Cime di Lavaredo, a UNESCO World Heritage  Relax in a´comfortable 4 star hotel with wellness centre  7 nights 4-star hotel with comfortable en suite rooms and wellness centre  5 days centre-based walking  Not recommended for vertigo sufferers  Altitude maximum 9500ft, average 8800ft  All breakfasts, 5 lunches, 5 dinners



+ TRIP BROCHURE



or register your interest at [email protected]



EASY



Prices per person



WALKING







 All breakfasts, 1 lunch & 2 dinners  All accommodation  All transport and listed activities  Tour leader, assistant guide and support driver throughout



 Discover Italy’s “Food Valley”  Visit producers of Parmigiano Reggiano, Prosciutto di Parma and Barolo wine  Take part in a traditional truffle hunt  10 days land only  Travel by private and public bus  Groups normally 4 to 14 plus local leader. Min age 18 yrs.  7 nights premium hotels  All breakfasts, 1 lunch and 2 dinners included



or register your interest at [email protected]



+ TRIP BROCHURE
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Prices per person



20 Min age 8 Days / 7 Nights - counting International Travel to Porto (OPO) Departures (dd/mm/yy) 22/Sep/2017 6/Oct/2017 13/Oct/2017 20/Apr/2018 11/May/2018 8/June/2018 7/Sep/2018 5/Oct/2018 12/Oct/2018



What is included  All breakfasts, 1 lunch & 2 dinners  All accommodation  All transport and listed activities  Tour leader, assistant guide and support driver throughout







Highlights



GUIDED GROUP



 Sharing a double: $2725  Single room: $2975



What is included



+ TRIP BROCHURE



2



+ TRIP BROCHURE



Departures (dd/mm/yy) 17/Sep/2017 14/Oct/2017 Request dates for 2018







Highlights



Enjoy leisurely walks and wine tastings in Portugal’s UNESCO Douro Valley 8 days / 7 nights



18 Min age 9 Days / 8 Nights - counting International Travel to Torino (TRN)



What is included







GUIDED GROUP



 Sharing a double: $3345  Single room: $3595



18 Min age 9 Days / 8 Nights - counting International Travel to Venice (VCE) Departures (dd/mm/yy) 16/Sep/2017 23/Sep/2017 2/June/2018 16/June/2018 23/June/2018 30/June/2018 14/July/2018 21/July/2018 28/July/2018 25/Aug/2018 8/Sep/2018 15/Sep/2018 
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+ TRIP BROCHURE



Portugal: Walking & Wine



Highlights



 Discover ancient wine cellars  Walk through quiet countryside  Explore vibrant Porto  5 days gentle walking and sightseeing  Low altitude throughout  Group normally 4 to 16, plus leader.  Min age 20 yrs  8 nights 4 and 5-star hotels, all rooms en suite  All breakfasts, 2 dinners and 3 wine tastings included



+ TRIP BROCHURE



or register your interest at [email protected]



A Taste of Peru



Discover Peru’s museums, churches and Inca fortresses



WALKING







GUIDED GROUP
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A guided walking holiday through one of the most beautiful regions of France 9 days / 8 nights



+ TRIP BROCHURE



MODERATE



Prices per person



Highlights of Provence



 Sharing a double: $2945  Single room: $3125 20 Min age 7 Days / 6 Nights - counting International Travel to Lima (LIM) Departures (dd/mm/yy) 18/Nov/2017 14/Apr/2017 20/May/2018 (e) 16/June/2018 15/July/2018 (e) 8/Sep/2018 14/Oct/2018 (e) 17/Nov/2018



WALKING







GUIDED GROUP
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A guided walking holiday through one of the most beautiful regions of France 9 days / 8 nights



+ TRIP BROCHURE



MODERATE



Prices per person



Walking the French Riviera



WALKING







 Sharing a double: $3200  Single room: $3600



2



+ TRIP BROCHURE



MODERATE



Prices per person



 Sharing a double: $2765  Single room: $3015 20 Min age 9 Days / 8 Nights - counting International Travel to Nice (NCE)



20 Min age 9 Days / 8 Nights - counting International Travel to Marseille (MRS) Departures (dd/mm/yy) 2/Sep/2017 16/Sep/2017 7/Oct/2017 9/June/2018 23/June/2018 1/Sep/2018 7/Oct/2018



GUIDED GROUP



19/May/2018 15/Sep/2018 



Departures (dd/mm/yy) 30/Sep/2017 7/Oct/2017 14/Apr/2018 28/Apr/2018 12/May/2018 9/June/2018 30/June/2018 25/Aug/2018 1/Sep/2018 8/Sep/2018 29/Sep/2018 6/Oct/2018



(e) - specially priced departure. Request prices)



What is included  All breakfasts and 1 lunch  All accommodation  All transport and listed activities  Tour leader, assistant guide and support driver throughout







 Enjoy a guided tour of Machu Picchu  Visit Cuzco’s markets, museums and churches  Explore Inca fortresses in the Sacred Valley  Travel by internal flight, train and minibus  Time spent at altitude  Group normally 4 to 16, plus leader  Min age 20 yrs  6 nights hotels with en suite facilities  All breakfasts and 1 lunch included



+ TRIP BROCHURE



 All breakfasts  All accommodation  All transport and listed activities  Tour leader, assistant guide and support driver throughout







Highlights



or register your interest at [email protected]



What is included



What is included



 All breakfasts  All accommodation  All transport and listed activities  Tour leader, assistant guide and support driver throughout







Highlights



Highlights



 Enjoy delicious local cuisine  See the beautiful Verdon Gorge  Explore local markets and villages  Stay in a comfortable 3-star hotel  5 days centre-based walking  Well marked trails and paths  Altitude maximum 4200ft, average 2000ft  All breakfasts



 Enjoy picturesque coastal paths  Stay in heart of the Cote d’Azur  Visit the principality of Monaco  Altitude maximum 4200ft, average 2600ft  7 nights comfortable hotel with en suite facilities  5 days centre-based walking  Well marked trails and paths  Low altitude throughout  All breakfasts



+ TRIP BROCHURE



+ TRIP BROCHURE



or register your interest at [email protected]



or register your interest at [email protected]
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WINTER TOURS • Finland, Artic Circle • Costa Rica • Poland • 11



premium



Mixted Activity



Finnish Wilderness Week



Mixted Activity



Mixted Activity



Costa Rica



Poland Tatra Mountains



Mixed activity week in a remote part of Finland



Rainforest, volcanoes and coastline



Enjoy picturesque coastal paths of France



I



F
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Price per Person $3193 (10 days) Five departures January to March 2018



Y
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MORE



or register your interest at [email protected] Y



Price per Person $3782 (10 days) Five departures October to April 2018



snow-laden landscape is always a wonderful sight in the mountains. For some it means heading to the slopes, for others in means strapping on the snowshoes or harnessing the dogs and sleds. There are so many different options it can be hard to choose. Luckily during this week that isn’t a problem: from our base high in the Tatra Mountains we enjoy a fantastic week trying a host of the most popular winter sports, including downhill skiing and snowshoeing. We will also visit Zakopane, across the border in Poland, to experience this unique high mountain atmosphere and have a go at dogsledding. Add to that a visit to nearby thermal pools and you have the perfect way to experience winter at its best.



3



or register your interest at [email protected] Y



Price per Person $2600 (11 days) Five departures October to February 2018



EAS



MORE



or register your interest at [email protected]
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MORE



rom rumbling volcanoes to sweeping, sandy beaches, Costa Rica’s beauty is evident in every corner. On this action-packed adventure we try grade III whitewater rafting in Sarapiqui, take bikes around Lake Arenal and have a go at zip-lining through the misty cloud forest of Monteverde. Our adventure ends in the lush Manuel Antonio National Park, where we can appreciate the wildlife and picture-perfect coastline on a catamaran excursion.



EAS



n the heart of Oulanka National Park sits Basecamp Oulanka, a self-sustained complex of wooden buildings in a truly stunning location. As the only accommodation for miles around, you are able to enjoy a variety of winter activities in this beautiful landscape and hardly ever see another soul. Dogsledding through the silent snow-caked forests of the nearby Riisitunturi National Park, you couldn’t feel more removed from the hustle and bustle of city life. Get back to nature this winter and head to Basecamp. During your stay, the guides will take the group on a snowshoe evening walk in search of the Northern Lights. You will find out more about the science of the Northern Lights and you will hear some fascinating myths and legends the local people believed before science was able to explain this incredible natural phenomenon.
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Portugal Douro Valley



Gastronomy & Wine



02



Piedmont Food Adventure



taly is inseparable from Ijourney, its food. On this culinary you’ll venture off



the main tourist trails, to its so called “Food valley” a region characterised by vineyards and crowned with castles, nestled between the snowy shoulders of the Italian Alps and green slopes of the Apennines. You’ll find culinary specialities such as the prosciutto di Parma, Parmiggiano Reggiano and home made tortellini. But you won’t just taste them, you’ll get to see how they’re made to traditional recipes the way they have for generations, and even cook with them yourself. The undeniable highlight is the chance to join an authentic truffle hunt for the day. This ancient tradition has barely changed for centuries and it’s a rare privilege to be allowed to accompany them. You’ll join a local trifolao and his canine companions to hunt for this prized ingredient in the towering, ancient woodlands - an unforgettable day for any gastronomic globetrotter!



“O



ne of the highlights of this trip is the stunning accommodation, from a traditional olive oil estate to a Douro manor where you can help out in the kitchen!” Of course, there’s no obligation to help out in the kitchen at all! “They've been handpicked to showcase the very best of the area,” adding that many offer their own produce for dinner – such as delicate Portuguese wines, olives, home-baked bread and picked-that-day salads. “The route loosely follows the Douro river as the terrain changes from highland plateau, almond and olive groves, and becomes lush terraced vineyards.”
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Mountains & Architecture
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Bosnia & Montenegro



Prague to Budapest



entral Europe comes on like your favourite historical box set – with more intrigue and romance per per square mile than any other region we know. Beginning in Prague, you’ll visit Wenceslas Square (more an oblong, if we’re being geometrically pedantic) and the really rather gorgeous Old Town. We’ll cycle through the narrow streets to Český Krumlov and visit the vineyards of Moravia. For a country synonymous with beer, the Czech Republic’s wine comes as a delicious surprise. Then it’s onwards to Austria, taking in the picturesque UNESCO palace, before heading for Vienna, where a free day will see you exploring a city bursting with culture. Our Highlight: Cycling through the dense, primeval forests and gentle hills of the Czech Canada National Park



ts recent, turbulent history is never far from the “I surface, but Bosnia and Montenegro rewards the curious traveller with natural wonders to spare too. In



Bosnia, we’ll explore the ancient Ottoman trading centre of Trebinje, take in the vineyards of Popovo Polje, and catch magnificent views from the Herzegovinian limestone mountains, the Dinaric Alps – one of Europe’s most rugged and untouched terrains. Then it’s over the silent Orijen mountains to Montenegro, to greet the tranquil Luštica Peninsula – a headland of hidden beaches and remote villages wrapped by olive groves. The Old Town of Kotor, heart of the country’s wine-growing region, will enchant you. Its sheltered bay attracts the yachting set, but it’s a refreshingly un-glitzy place. Then it’s time to head for the border, to experience a fast and beautiful descent along the old postal service route to Mostar – kept open in the darkest days of the Balkan war. You’ll get to witness the turbulent waters of the Buna Spring in Blagaj (one of the largest natural springs in Europe) before arriving in stately Dubrovnik, where a dip in the Adriatic is a well-earned finale to this excursion through history both ancient and modern. Our Highlight: Trying our hand at honey farming in the Orijen mountains is a life-skill we never thought we’d need to brush up on. But the results – like the cool, fresh mountain air itself – are sweetly satisfying.



If for any reason you change your mind or are unable to you travel, you can postpone your KNOW? booking up to two weeks prior to departure and put your deposit towards any new booking made within three years of your original departure date.
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to CLUB



Welcome the



Travelling with us gives you automatic membership into The Friends Club, our loyalty program; with exclusive benefits, dedicated events and competitions, and unrivalled deals and discounts



FOR ENQUIRIES & RESERVATIONS 2637 E Atlantic Blvd., 1st Floor Pompano Beach, FL 33062 Tel: 732-3338861 [email protected] ǀ fitandtravel.com or [email protected]



YOUR FINANCIAL PROTECTION: we will provide you with financial protection by way of a bond held by ABTA. For further information, visit the ABTA website. We are a Member of ABTA and maintain their standards of service. LEAD PRICES: Prices correct at time of going to print but should be treated as a guide only. For full details, up-to-date prices and booking conditions please visit our website.



BEFORE YOU GO Passports ǀ USA and Canadian nationals require a full passport which must be valid for six months after the date of your scheduled return home. If you are not a British national, other regulations may apply and you should check with the nearest embassy of the country you intend to visit. Visas ǀ Obtaining any visas that are required is your responsibility. Details of current visa requirements for the country you are visiting or for transit destinations, such as the USA, are given in the Trip Notes. Visa regulations can, and do, change, sometimes at short notice, but where we become aware of changes to regulations, we will notify you. We cannot be held responsible for mistakes by embassies or third parties, sudden changes to regulations or actions of border officials which are beyond our control.



ESSENTIAL INFORMATION Trip Notes ǀ The information contained within the Trip Notes forms part of the contract with you and they contain the most up-to-date information about our holidays, including details about the itinerary, inclusions and exclusions. Please download the latest version before your trip. Transfers ǀ Airport transfers will be at an additional cost (unless shown in your documentation as a free or included transfer); please ask your sales consultant for details. Accommodation ǀ The Trip Notes describe the type of accommodation used, including details about camping, huts, teahouses, bathroom facilities and any nights spent in multishare rooms. Our aim, wherever possible, is to use properties that are in keeping with the area that we visit and are locallyowned. All accommodation is carefully chosen, but please be aware that electricity, plumbing and hot water can sometimes be erratic, and other facilities will vary in standard. Our prices ǀ are based on twin-share accommodation which means that if you book on your own, we will arrange for you to share with a person of the same sex. You must satisfy yourself that you do not have any conditions or preferences which may preclude you from sharing a room. We will provide twin rooms for non-couples and we will do our best to provide double rooms for couples, but please request this at the time of booking. Wherever possible we offer optional single supplements. In the case that it is not possible to secure single accommodation for the whole tour, details can be found in the Trip Notes ǀ Please be aware that paying a single supplement does not guarantee you sole use of a twin or double room, and that single rooms are often smaller than a standard twin or double room. We do not arrange room shares for single travellers on self-guided trips, so single supplements are compulsory. Group size ǀ Most of our trips are group holidays and require a certain number of participants to operate; we indicate normal group sizes in the Trip Notes and website. In the unlikely event that a trip does not reach the normal minimum, we may be forced to cancel the tour; a decision will be made as early



as possible and at the latest between eight and six weeks before departure, unless there are late cancellations from other passengers. We reserve the right to confirm trips on numbers lower than the minimum indicated and occasionally we may exceed the normal maximum. If at the time of booking your trip is not guaranteed, we strongly recommend that you do not make any non-refundable or non-changeable travel arrangements. Age requirements ǀ The minimum age for each itinerary is shown in the Trip Notes. For most adult tours the minimum age is 16 years, however those aged 16 and 17 years must be accompanied by an adult. There is no upper age limit, but as most holidays are quite active we may ask clients over the age of 80 a number of questions about their health and fitness.



WHEN YOU BOOK Dietary requirements ǀ Please advise us of any dietary requirements so that we can pass this information on to the airlines and our local operators. We will endeavour to cater to your requirements, but in some cases you may have more limited options and we may suggest you consider bringing some personal supplies to supplement what can be provided locally. Pre-existing conditions and fitness You must advise our customer services team of any pre-existing conditions, illnesses, disabilities or recent surgeries which may affect your safety or other people’s enjoyment of the holiday. Please read the Trip Notes carefully for details of the level of the activity and any necessary experience required on your holiday. It is your responsibility to ensure that the trip or activity is suitable for you and that you are fit enough to participate. If you are worried about any pre-existing medical condition or if you are unsure of your own physical ability, we recommend that you seek medical advice prior to booking. In certain cases we may require a doctor’s letter confirming your suitability to join a specific trip. Insurance It is an essential condition of joining one of our trips that you have an adequate and valid travel insurance policy for the full duration of your trip to cover the cost of medical treatment, cancellation and curtailment, and the activities included in our holidays (including the maximum altitude on treks).



Health requirements ǀ The Trip Notes list vaccination requirements for the countries visited on each trip. We strongly recommend that contact your doctor or a travel health clinic for up-todate advice. If you are from an EU member state and are travelling within Europe, you should enquire about the European Health Insurance Card (EHIC); this gives a certain degree of free medical care in many European countries, but should not be considered a substitute for travel insurance. Travel advice Our holidays are run in adherence with the travel advice provided by the UK Foreign & Commonwealth Office (FCO). For up-to-date FCO advice on all the countries we travel to, please visit https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice. Should there be any change in advice prior to or during travel, we may have to cancel or curtail a tour at short notice, or reroute an itinerary part way through.



DURING YOUR TRIP Leaders ǀ You must abide by the authority of the tour leader; if the leader deems you to be unfit or unsuitable for a particular activity, you may not be allowed to participate with the rest of the group (see the Participation Requirements section of our booking conditions). If by choice or necessity you leave the group, we may not be able to supply alternative services, leaders, activities or any refund. Adventure travel warning ǀ Whilst we ensure that all activities are operated to the local legal standard and that risk assessments are carried out annually, many of our holidays do carry an element of risk. On many of our tours, the areas are remote and events far less predictable than on a conventional holiday. Health, safety and operational standards, particularly of hotels and transport, are often not up to levels we have come to expect. We require that all the properties and transport we use comply fully with local regulations, but we do not guarantee the same standards as in your home country. If you choose to travel on this type of holiday, you must be prepared to accept that this is all part of the experience. Outdoor activities are weather dependent to an extent and some can become dangerous in certain conditions. If the leader feels there is any heightened level of risk involved in activity, they may amend it as they see fit or cancel it, in which case we will do our best to offer an alternative activity. Adverse weather conditions, political situations and a host of other uncontrollable factors can mean a change in itinerary. It is unlikely that an itinerary would be substantially altered, but if changes are necessary, we will make the best possible alternative arrangements which maintain the integrity of the original itinerary. We will do everything we can to minimise the effect, but we cannot be held responsible for the impact of changes outside our control.



Crime and other security risks exist in all countries and whilst travelling in a group is a safeguard, it is not a guarantee of safety. We will take all reasonable care of you and expect that you will take sensible precautions yourself. Altitude ǀ As detailed in the Trip Notes, some of our trips go to altitude (3000m and above) where there is a risk of being affected by Acute Mountain Sickness (AMS). Our itineraries are designed to enable everyone to acclimatise to these altitudes, but you should be aware that it is still possible for you to be affected. A number of medical conditions can reduce the body’s ability to acclimatise and may make you more susceptible to AMS. If you are worried about any pre-existing medical condition or if you are unsure of your own physical ability, we recommend that you seek medical advice prior to booking. Local bike conditions 1) A hire bike is included in the price of all cycling holidays, excluding our Drop Bars trips. At the time of booking we will need to take your height in order to reserve equipment. 2) There may on occasions be insufficient bikes available in the correct size; we will endeavour to find suitable alternative equipment, but this cannot be guaranteed. We will tell you before you book whether suitably sized bikes are available. 3) The equipment remains the property of the supplier and you may not sell, hire out or part possession with the equipment. 4) You must not misuse the equipment and must return it in the same condition as when received (ordinary wear and tear excepted). The supplier is entitled to charge for any damage caused to the equipment during the period of hire. 5) You must ensure that the equipment is adequately secured when not in use. In the event of the equipment being lost or stolen, you may be liable for the replacement value of the equipment 6) You must not use the equipment whilst under the influence of drink or drugs and should immediately notify the Supplier in the event of breakdown or loss. Your safety and cycle helmets we believe that all cyclists should wear cycle helmets in the interests of safety. Wearing a helmet is now mandatory for anyone taking part in any guided of our cycling holiday. Anyone who does not follow the instructions of the group leader in this regard may be excluded from the current or future trips. Group members must bring their own helmets, as they are not available for hire, even if they are hiring a bike from us. The safety of all is paramount to us which is why we take this firm stand. For self-guided cycling holidays wearing a helmet is a highly recommended. Customers who choose to ignore our advice do so entirely at their own risk and on the understanding that it may affect the validity of their travel insurance. It should also be noted that in some countries we travel to wearing a helmet is already a legal requirement.



We are a brand of and IE SEMINARS limited which is a registered company at both, the Chamber of Commerce of Florida and the Warsaw Travel Trade Union in Poland CST#2064856-20 and UBN#601246745 | No. 2003-027931047344 with VAT registration number PL895764958B01



Original itineraries | Rooted in knowledge of the destination and of the subject matter of the tour, the outcome of assiduous research and reconnaissance, and underpinned by twenty years of thought and experience, our itineraries are second to none.







more



about us



They are original and imaginative, well-paced and carefully balanced. Meticulous attention to practical matters ensures a smoothrunning as well as an enriching experience.



ABOUT US & OUR STYLE FIT AND TRAVEL is a travel coordinator, which, in this case, oversees and combines the operation of several travel service providers worldwide to be able to offer these programs. We aim for faultless administration from your first encounter with us to the end of the holiday, and beyond. Personal service is a feature. And if anything does go wrong, we will put it right. We want you to come back again and again – as most of our clients do. Counter to attitudes widespread in the travel industry, we never forget our clients are responsible adults, deserving of respect and courtesy at all times. We strive to provide the kind of attentive service we ourselves would hope to receive. This is not just about having our Client Manager or Director available to assist promptly with enquiries and bookings; we also enjoy building long-standing relationships with individual clients. This enables us to respond to, or even anticipate, individual preferences, and to develop an evolving awareness of our clients’ requirements as music competition travelers. Over the years, we have instituted changes born from this understanding, and will continue to do so. By law, you book directly with FIT AND TRAVEL to ensure full protection by bonding. Everything to this point is handled by us through our office as we guide you through the booking options which are straightforward. We aim for faultless administration from your first encounter with us to the end of your holiday and beyond.



Personal service is a feature, and if anything does go wrong, we will put it right or compensate you appropriately. Unlike other attitudes held in the travel industry, we never forget our clients are responsible adults who deserve respect and courtesy at all times. These are some of the general elements that make travel with FIT AND TRAVEL Tours so unique Value for money | the price covers nearly everything, including wine with some meals (where applicable) and most tips. Some other tips will be calculated and collected prior to the tour and will be distributed on your behalf to the providers, freeing you of these calculations during your holiday.







First-rate lecturers | Expert speakers are a key ingredient in our tours and events. Local sport leaders, academics, curators, writers, broadcasters and researchers, they are selected not only for their knowledge but also for their ability to communicate clearly and engagingly to a lay audience.







Their brief is to enlighten and stimulate, not merely to inform. And they also have to be good travelling companions. We select our lecturers through reputation, interview and audition, and provide them with guidance and training. Nearly all of our tours are also accompanied by a trained tour manager who unobtrusively attends to administrative matters.



Special arrangements feature on nearly all our tours – for admission to places not generally open to travelers, for access outside public hours, for private concerts and extraordinary events. In innumerable ways, large and small, we lift our clients’ experience far above standards which are regarded as normal for tourists.  Meticulous planning | the planning of every tour involves thorough research and meticulous attention to detail. Special access is a feature of many tours. The work of planning a tour does not cease once it is published in the brochure. We are continually making slight adjustments to take into account changing circumstances, especially if travelling to Italy.



Small groups | Most of our tours run with between ten and twenty participants. We strictly limit numbers, specifying the applicable maximum in each tour description. The higher costs of smaller numbers are outweighed by the benefits of manoeuvrability, social cohesion and access to the lecturer. The small-group principle is diluted when there are private events or several speakers exclusively for our clients.







Not the least attractive aspect of travelling with is that you are highly likely to find yourself in congenial company, self-selected by common interests and endorsement of the company’s ethos.  Travelling in comfort | the hotels we use are usually rated as 4-star, with most of the rest being 5-star. We select our hotels with great care. Nearly all the hotels we use have been visited — and often stayed in — by a member of our staff. Hundreds of others have been seen and rejected. Obviously, comfort ranks high among our criteria,



together with good service and warmth of welcome. We also set high priority on charm and style, and location is also an important consideration. Most of the hotels we use are rated as 4-star, with some 5-star and a few 3-star (one is 2-star, but pleases every time). We invest similar efforts in the selection of restaurants, menus and wines, aided by staff with a specialist knowledge of these areas. For flights and trains we try to choose the most convenient departure times. Rail journeys are usually in first-class seats. We can provide a holiday without international travel if you prefer, allowing you to make your own arrangements. It is also usually possible to make other variations to the package.  Care for our clients | we aim for faultless administration from your first encounter with us to the end of the tour, with personal service as a hallmark. And if anything does go wrong, we will put it right or compensate appropriately. We want you to come back again and again — as most of our clients do.  Your financial protection | we will provide you with financial protection by way of a bond held by ABTA. For further information, visit the ABTA website. We are a Member of ABTA and maintain their standards of service.



Lead prices | Prices correct at time of going to print but should be treated as a guide only. For full details, up-to-date prices and booking conditions please visit our website.







We are a brand of and IE SEMINARS limited which is a registered company at both, the Chamber of Commerce of Florida and the Warsaw Travel Trade Union in Poland CST#2064856-20 and UBN#601246745 | No. 2003-027931047344 with VAT registration number PL895764958B01
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